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MindGenius Online for Microsoft 

Teams – Customer Summary

Empower hybrid workers with collaborative 

apps in Teams 

Get started with MindGenius Online app for Teams

Hybrid work is here to stay. However, keeping your team 

aligned and up to date can be a constant challenge that 

requires workers to constantly switch between 

applications and search for the latest information. 

With MindGenius Online, you can create, collaborate 

and plan all your information and projects in one place.

Microsoft Teams together with MindGenius provide the ideal 

platform to let interested parties identify, collaborate and 

prioritise where effort is best rewarded. Helps ensure we 

continually do the right things and do them right.

Create a unique workspace 

for you and your team to 

collate and develop ideas

Organize, evaluate, and prioritize 

according to your criteria, using a 

variety of powerful visual tools

Turn ideas into actions — highlighting 

what's most important, what's needed 

when, and everyone's workload

Learn more about MindGenius Online details & experience on AppSource

So, why should you use MindGenius Online?

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/office/WA200002799?tab=Overview
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Create a unique workspace for you and 

your team to collate and develop ideas

Capture ideas and information

Quickly group and order information using drag and 

drop

Effortlessly add new information

Organize, evaluate, and prioritize according 

to your criteria, using a variety of powerful 

visual tools

Assign categories to quickly sort and sequence the 

information and ideas –based on impact and difficulty (in 

this example)

Use the Tag Centric View to see where impact and difficulty 

can help you define the sequence of tasks

Focus on you and your team’s best ideas

Turn ideas into actions — highlighting 

what's most important, what's needed 

when, and everyone's workload.

Define your key process stages to ensure tasks are 

managed to completion

Arrange tasks by your criteria

Drag and drop tasks to track progress

Visit Teams App Store to get started with 

MindGenius Online for Microsoft Teams

Get the app now

Learn more
Visit AppSource to see the app details and 

experience screenshots

Contact us at info@mindgenius.com

https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/apps?intent=2&category=16&autoNavigationOnDone=true&skipInstalledSuccess=false&filterByPersonal=false&storeLaunchFromChat=false
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/office/WA200002799?tab=Overview
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